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Abstract
The open and transparent documentation of scientific processes has been established as a
core antecedent of free knowledge. This also holds for generating robust insights in the
scope of research projects. To convince academic peers and the public, the research
process must be understandable and retraceable (reproducible), and repeatable (replicable
) by others, precluding the inclusion of fluke findings into the canon of insights. In this
contribution, we outline what reproducibility and replicability (R&R) could mean in the
scope of different disciplines and traditions of research and which significance R&R has for
generating insights in these fields. We draw on projects conducted in the scope of the
Wikimedia "Open Science Fellows Program" (Fellowship Freies Wissen), an
interdisciplinary, long-running funding scheme for projects contributing to open research
practices. We identify twelve implemented projects from different disciplines which primarily
focused on R&R, and multiple additional projects also touching on R&R. From these
projects, we identify patterns and synthesize them into a roadmap of how research projects
can achieve R&R across different disciplines. We further outline the ground covered by
these projects and propose ways forward.
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Introduction
In the quest to gain knowledge and advance scientific discovery, the roles of openness,
transparency and free knowledge are increasingly being recognized (United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization 2021; Arqus Alliance 2022). In part, the
value of openness in research lies in making accessible to others how this research was
conducted, and how data and method insights were derived. Almost like sharing a recipe,
this principle of communality (Merton 1942, Anderson et al. 2016) makes it possible for
others – be it the public or one’s academic peers – to retrace (reproduce) the steps
involved in a particular research project, and even to repeat (replicate) them, thereby
generating new data. However, the specifics of these steps vary across academic
disciplines due to their epistemic diversity. Here, we aim at carving out and depicting these
differences based on several research projects conducted within Wikimedia’s “Open
Science Fellows Program” (Fellowship Freies Wissen).
In philosophy of science and research, replicability and reproducibility (R&R) are discussed
as central criteria for robust knowledge (Chambers 2017), despite some criticism of this
principle (Stroebe and Strack 2014). Although the spirit of R&R permeates research
throughout different disciplines, how R&R are defined and, consequently, the practices of
implementing R&R, differ widely (Goodman et al. 2016; Plesser 2018). In this study, we
use the term replicability to describe the ability to repeat a piece of scholarship by creating
new data (with the same or similar materials) and obtaining the same results as the original
piece (Nosek et al. 2022). We use the term reproducibility to indicate being able to
understand how a piece of scholarship has come to a specific conclusion (Nosek et al.
2022). In this sense, reproducibility describes being able to retrace the process of
generating insights. Research aims to formulate theories that allow deriving predictions
with lawlike characteristics, holding up to long-running attempts of corroboration and
falsification (Hempel 1968; Hempel and Oppenheim 1948): To judge the merit and
verisimilitude of a theory, it needs to be put to the test repeatedly. In other words, research
is considered a credible basis for robust knowledge (only) to the extent that it can be done
again (Nosek et al. 2012; Nosek and Errington 2020a).
How these general principles of R&R are defined, discussed, and implemented, however,
varies widely between different research disciplines and schools of thought (for an
overview, see Goodman et al. 2016; Plesser 2018). This can be summarized under the
term of epistemic diversity, which has been broadly discussed in the Philosophy of Science
(Devezer et al. 2019, Solomon 2012). Here, we aim to bring together perspectives of the
life science, natural sciences, social sciences, and the humanities, by giving an overview of
a diverse set of research and scholarly projects designed by early-career researchers to
contribute to making research more reproducible and replicable. We describe the projects’
aims and scopes, and compare how different projects approached the topics of R&R, how
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they (explicitly or implicitly) defined R&R, and we synthesize these approaches. These
findings are discussed in the light of future projects that could make use of and advance
R&R.

Challenges for Reproducibility and Replicability across Disciplines
Although R&R are often argued to be important features of research processes to generate
robust knowledge, it is not always clear whether and how R&R can be achieved. Often,
practical obstacles - such as psychological insecurity or licensing uncertainties (Truan and
Dressel 2021a) - can make R&R efforts cumbersome. Of central relevance for our
discussion of the cross-disciplinary research we reviewed, however, was dealing with two
broader, conceptual issues. In the following, we will focus on these two challenges to R&R
during data collection and interpretation, as they arise in different research disciplines and
traditions.*4

Challenges for R&R during Data Collection
Creating new data can sometimes be impossible. For instance, when a lawyer interprets a
piece of legislation, reproducibility would – optimally – mean that novel pieces of legislation
on the same topic are interpreted while using the same interpretation method or model by
different investigators. However, the investigators cannot create a new piece of legislation
(the legislator would have to do that), but are limited to reinterpreting the same piece as in
the original investigation. However, in this setup replicability could mean that other
investigators interpret the same piece and test if they arrive at the same conclusion as the
original investigator, which, according to our definition above, would rather count as a
reproduction attempt. The original investigator could also attempt to reinterpret the same
piece and test if they arrive at the same conclusion as in their first attempt. Again,
according to our definition above, we would rather construe this procedure as a
reproduction attempt.
When a sociologist interviews people on a certain topic to generate new data for a study,
replicability would – optimally – mean that additional interviewees are questioned on the
same topic using the same questions and in the same setup, by different investigators.
However, a number of possible challenges for replicability could arise: The interviewees
may differ in certain characteristics from those originally questioned, because of
differences in the sampling strategy (Gilbert et al. 2016). The interviewers themselves may
have an effect on the types of answer the interviewees give, even if the questions are
standardized. More broadly, it may be impossible to recreate the original interview situation
(for instance, because time has elapsed and interviewees see the topic in a different light
now than they did at the time of the original investigation).
Some argue that no such thing as a exact replication, i.e., precisely repeating a previous
piece of scholarship, exists “because there are always differences between the original
study and the replication [...] (like small differences in reagents or the execution of
experimental protocols). As a consequence, repeating the methodology does not mean an
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exact replication, but rather the repetition of what is presumed to matter for obtaining the
original result.” (Nosek and Errington 2017, p. 1).
However, even if exact replication is not possible, close or direct replication (Brandt et al.
2014) attempts may prove sufficient, when there is no foreseeable reason why the results
of the replication attempt should deviate from the original study. For example, evidence
from the social sciences suggests that deviating from the mode of data collection in the
original study (lab vs. online) had only little influence on replication success (Klein et al.
2014). While some claim that the contextual dependence of the studied effect determines
its replication likelihood (Van Bavel et al. 2016; but see Inbar (2016) for a critical
discussion), others argue that, if contextual dependence is so dominant that an effect
cannot be replicated, its merit for theoretical advancement in science generally is
questionable (also see Zwaan et al. (2017)).

Challenges for R&R during data interpretation
Further, even if new data was generated in a manner that resembled exactly that of the
original investigation, this data must be interpreted. This process of interpreting the data
can be more or less objective (Gunton et al. 2021; Reiss and Sprenger 2020), but different
people may interpret the same data differently, and because even the same person may
interpret the same data differently at different points in time, restrictions for replicability
follow. Therefore, arguably, the views of the person interpreting the data, or the zeitgeist
and methods available when the interpretation takes place, can play an enormous role in
how the data is handled, potentially rendering attempts to reproduce or replicate futile (also
see Feest (2019)). In the social sciences, however, there is some evidence that specifics of
the research teams who attempted the replication study (Open Science Collaboration 2015
) mattered little for whether a finding could be replicated successfully.
In a similar vein, comparing the results of a reproduction or replication attempt to the
findings of the original investigation, and defining whether the attempt was successful in
showing the same result, is subject to interpretation. Reproducibility means being able to
retrace how the original finding was achieved. But what if reproduction attempts are only
partly successful, or if reproduction teams disagree with the methodological decisions of
the original author? Such ambiguities may pose a challenge to cumulative scientific efforts,
as it is unclear if the original and the replication finding should be treated separately or
combined into meta-analytic evidence (Armbruster 2021; Mathur and VanderWeele 2019;
Muradchanian et al. 2021).
Interpreting what the absence of R&R success means is not straightforward either. Failing
to reproduce or replicate could mean that the original finding under scrutiny was not
representative for a real effect. – but not necessarily so, because of the multitude of things
that could stand in the way between R&R success (see discussion above). For empirical
research, for instance, because of regressive shrinkage in larger samples and
measurement uncertainties, the effect sizes (e.g., the difference between an intervention
group and a control group) are often expected to be much smaller in replication attempts
than they had been in the original studies (Fiedler and Prager 2018; Maxwell et al. 2015;
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Patil et al. 2016). And precisely because many effects are potentially small in reality, there
is a high chance that they are missed in replication attempts, when they fail to reach a
large enough sample. In conclusion, it may take more than one attempt to test R&R of a
finding, and even then it remains difficult to dismiss the merit and verisimilitude of the
original finding. Only if accumulating evidence lets the original finding seem unlikely or
even as an exaggerated claim should one reconsider its contribution.

Method
Recognizing the discipline-specific difference in how R&R are defined and addressed, we
sought to obtain an overview of how recent scholarly work treated R&R. To so do, we drew
on projects conducted within Wikimedia’s “Open Science Fellows Program” (Fellowship
Freies Wissen, which we will refer to as "Wikimedia Fellowship"), an interdisciplinary, longrunning funding scheme for projects contributing to open research practices in Germany,
Switzerland and Austria (Behrens et al. 2022). A total of 90 projects were funded through
this scheme following a review procedure, comprising a substantive body of work on Open
Science proposed by early-career researchers. Although each project addressed a
different topic of Open Science and Scholarship, covering a broad range of methods and
specific goals, the projects shared the general aim to advance Open Science.
Twelve of these projects mentioned R&R explicitly in their project titles or descriptions,
which implied that they either conducted a replication or tried to enhance R&R in their
specific domain by, for instance, improving infrastructure (for a complete list, see Table 1).
We used these projects, which stemmed from a range of academic disciplines, as the
basis for a qualitative review on how researchers think about R&R, and how their work
advances the principles of R&R .
Table 1.
Overview of all Wikimedia Fellowship projects with focus on R&R. A complete list with annotations
and more details on the projects can be retrieved from the OSF: https://osf.io/kqw3h/?
view_only=296cae9077d146ee92d2372eed15d6c8.
Project leader

Funding

Project title

year
Arslan, R.C.

2016/17

Academic

Link

discipline
Reproducible websites for everyone

Social

https://

Sciences

rb.gy/
nkh65t

Breznau, N.

2019/20

Giving the Results of Crowdsourced Research Back to

Social

https://

the Crowd. A Proposal to Make Data from 'The

Sciences

rb.gy/

Crowdsourced Replication Initiative' Reliable,

ydez7u

Transparent and Interactive
Brohmer, H.

2020/21

Effects of Generic Masculine and Its Gender-fair

Social

Alternatives. A Multi-lab Study

Sciences

https://
rb.gy/
bwqhdu
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Funding

Project title

year
Figueiredo, L.

2020/21

Academic

Link

discipline
Computational notebooks as a tool for producitivty,

Life Sciences

transparency, and reproducibility

https://
rb.gy/
jkv1zp

Hoffman, F.Z.

2017/18

Code, Data and Reproducibility – Open Computational

Engineering

Research

https://
rb.gy/
hjaxg7

Höchenberger,

2017/18

Quick estimation of taste sensitivity

Life Sciences

R.

https://
rb.gy/
ysbjlx

Lasser, J.

Oertel, C.

2019/20

2020/21

Executable papers: Tools for more reproducibility and

Natural

transparency in the natural sciences

Sciences

Acceleration of quality in the humanities – chances of

Humanities

open source implementation in research and training

https://
rb.gy/
7dgwka
https://
rb.gy/
arpqf2

Pethig, F.

2020/21

Data Version Control: Best Practice for Reproducible,

Social

https://

Shareable Science?

Sciences

rb.gy/
ihzetc

Rahal, R.-M.

2018/19

Reproducible practices make open and transparent

Social

https://

research: An online course

Sciences

rb.gy/
jeppln

Stutz, H.

2017/18

The Galss Tool – from development, to use, to the data
set

Truan, N.

2020/21

Digital data – mine, yours, ours? Linguistic resources
about digital communication as Open Data and Open

Engineering,
Natural
Sciences

https://

Humanities

https://

rb.gy/bi7lxf

rb.gy/trir4h

Educational Resources for (higher) education

For each of of these 12 projects, we contacted the person who received funding through
the fellowship, asking for project-specific publications or deliverables. Where available,
these publications were analyzed here, and supplemented using each project’s
documentation on dedicated Wikiversity pages required by the funder.
For each of the projects, one of the present authors read the existing documentation,
created a short summary, and coded basic project characteristics. The dataset with our
codings has been provided as a supplement to this publication. Specifically, we coded the
primary research area (humanities, engineering, life science, natural sciences, or social
sciences), whether the projects produced infrastructure to advance R&R, and whether they
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tested R&R empirically. Following this initial assessment, we defined three broad
categories of projects focusing on similar aspects of R&R:
1.
2.
3.

opening research processes by providing infrastructure,
improving methods and data, standardizing knowledge, and
making knowledge accessible through education and science communication.

Finally, we synthesized from the project materials how R&R were defined or
conceptualized therein; and which challenges for R&R were mentioned.

Categorizing the Projects
As described previously, we derived three broad categories to organize the projects along
their contributions to R&R. In the following, we will briefly introduce the three categories
along with the projects. An overview of the projects is presented in Table 1 .

Opening Research Processes by Providing Infrastructure
The four projects in this category aimed at providing guidance and practical solutions to the
challenge of reproducing data and analyses of research projects within fields where large
amounts of data and sophisticated (pre-)processing are common. These projects were
motivated by the fact that, for example, code may not be easily linked to the output
reported in the paper (especially after some time has passed), or computational
environments lacked certain dependencies (i.e., software libraries) that were used in the
original analyses. In the following, we will briefly summarize each project.
Felix Hoffmann’s project “Code, Data and Reproducibility - Open Computational Research”
was designed to facilitate research publications in accordance with three important criteria:
1.
2.
3.

documentation of data and code,
documentation of software libraries used, and
provisioning of a computational environment.

The outcome of this project is a hands-on guide to combining Docker and Sumatra to
achieve the aforementioned goals. Future work points to the application of this practical
approach to Hoffman’s own research on computational neuroscience.
Ludmilla Figueiredo’s project “Computational Notebooks as a Tool for Productivity,
Transparency, and Reproducibility” provides a starter-kit for computational notebooks so
that calculations performed as part of a paper can be traced and understood by others
(Figueiredo et al. 2022). Similar to the previous project, the author of this project focuses
on providing a workflow that will easily allow researchers to structure their work to improve
its reproducibility. In contrast to the previous project, this project employs the tool Jupyter
Notebook and cites the advantage of combining “descriptive text, as well as code and its
outputs, in a single, dynamic and visually appealing file.” Future work aims at implementing
the workflow in the author’s work on biodiversity.
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Jana Lasser’s project “Executable papers: Werkzeug für mehr Reproduzierbarkeit und
Transparenz in den Naturwissenschaften” (Executable papers: Tools for more
reproducibility and transparency in the natural sciences) taps into a similar problem and
develops an executable paper, i.e., “dynamic pieces of software that combine text, raw
data, and the code for work” (Lasser 2020 p. 1), on pattern formation in salt deserts. The
author finds that there “is currently not much to build on” in terms of how executable papers
should be set up. In turn, the author develops their own approach to an executable paper,
also using Jupyter Notebook. One major outcome of this project is a journal article that
documents the process and challenges of developing executable papers.
Hans Henning Stutz’ project “The Glass Tool - from its development to its usage and to
research data” tackles the issue of widespread “dark data” in the field of geotechnical
engineering stemming from unique tools that produce intransparent data. He develops an
experimental device to determine soil structure and resistance, making his construction
drawings and monitoring software openly available. This open-method approach may
enable other researchers to build on his solution and improve it in the future.

Improving Methods and Data and Standardizing Knowledge
The four projects in this category have in common that previous work in their respective
domains might have lacked scrutiny and best practices to draw general conclusions.
Hence, these projects aim at improvements in terms of methods or data quality by ensuring
that knowledge generated from new data will be standardized and more reliable.
Charlotte Oertel’s project “Acceleration of quality in the humanities” developed a case
study of how flawed art-historical analysis may propagate and get reinforced through
subsequent citations. As an attempt to bar such forward-propagation, the author developed
and tested an approach she called “citation genealogy analysis” (Thiery and Oertel 2021):
By reconstructing a “complete bibliography of an exemplary argument” and “presenting all
bibliographical data online”, she sought to enable researchers to trace “citation lines from
modern publications back through referenced sources”, thereby ensuring that
misinformation ultimately unsupported by evidence would get weeded out.
In his project on the “Effects of Generic Masculine and Its Gender-fair Alternatives”, Hilmar
Brohmer*3 is trying to replicate a classic social-psychological experiment, where it was
shown that gender-fair language prompts people to think more about women compared to
when the generic masculine form is used. This project is conducted as a multi-lab study,
which has the advantage that the same experiment will be conducted several times,
enhancing explanatory and statistical power. Theory and methods were preregistered and
peer-reviewed before data collection started.
Richard Höchenberger’s project “Quick estimation of taste sensitivity” collects data meant
“to be of larger practical use for clinical diagnostics”. To this end, they aimed at data
standardization in order to build a “norm database” based on “measurements of healthy
participants, i.e. a large set of reference data.” In order to construct such a reference
database, the project implemented a method that will enable researchers to collaboratively
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collect and share data, namely deploying software tools that allow “researchers from
different institutions to work collaboratively very easily”. A publication is forthcoming, but
was not available at the time of writing (D'Alessandro et al. in press).
Florian Pethig’s*3 project “Data Version Control: Best Practice for Reproducible, Shareable
Science?” explores the issue of version control of intermediate datasets that precede the
dataset for the final analysis (e.g., as is common for the pre-processing of natural
language). He argues that these pre-processing steps are often not properly documented
in research papers and analyzes the status quo by conducting a non-representative survey
to understand data versioning practices of other researchers. Finally, he discusses the tool
DVC as one such way to track changes even for larger datasets.

Making Knowledge Accessible Through Education and Science
Communication
Beside their main goal of making research more transparent for peers within the field (see
Robson et al. (2021)), open science and R&R may also aim at making knowledge
accessible to people in other fields and even to people outside of academia. To this end,
the following projects either communicated understandable research output in innovative
ways (i.e., they went beyond a purely scientific publication) or promoted scientific
education for both people in and outside the field.
Ruben Arslan’s project “Reproducible websites for everyone” was special, as he faced the
issue of making open-science practices compatible with ethical and legal standards: his
project’s data contained sensitive information on Swedish men’s reproductive behavior and
offspring over time. As data sharing was not an option in this context, he worked on a
solution to make the results available on a reproducible website, which he and his
collaborators launched in 2017 (see Arslan (2017) and Arslan et al. (2017)). Moreover, in
interaction with different software (statistical computer language R) and online repositories
(Git, GitHub, and Zenodo), Arslan provided a tutorial for other researchers who face similar
issues.
Nate Breznau’s project “Giving the Results of Crowdsourced Research Back to the Crowd”
also made use of a reproducible website. Together with a team of many independent
researchers, he analyzed the same data with the same underlying hypothesis: Does
immigration undermine citizens’ support for social policies? The results differed a lot
throughout the labs, depending on their analysis strategies. To make the results of this
multi-lab project accessible to the public, Breznau created a reproducible website, which
contained dynamic figures and graphs of the key findings.
Rima-Maria Rahal’s*3 project “Reproduzierbare Forschung durch offene und transparente
Wissenschaft” (Reproducible practices make open and transparent research) developed
an online course on methodological foundations of scientific experimentation, integrating
Open Science practices (Rahal 2020) to “enable not just students to experiment
independently and openly, but also to convey to the general public an elementary
understanding of these methods”. Specifically, the course advocated that students do not
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rely on just a single experimental finding, because there’s a chance it was just a fluke
determined entirely by chance. Rahal would ask her students whether they thought a
repetition of this experiment would yield the same finding. This is what she called
“replicability”, referring to “law-like characteristics derived from their long-run frequency of
corroboration”, but noting that “one-time failure to replicate does not mean that we can be
sure our initial finding was a fluke”.
Naomi Truan’s project “Digitale Daten — meine, deine, unsere?” (Digital data – mine,
yours, ours?) was designed as a didactic intervention within a research-based linguistics
seminar on “Grammar in the Digital Age”. The author and a colleague assigned creative
tasks in the course of two iterations of this class and surveyed their students, inter alia, on
their willingness to publish academic posters in Open Access and getting taught through
Open Educational Resources (OER). Their data show that 12 out of 15 student groups
were willing to share their posters and were motivated by feeling included within a
“community of practice” even outside the course (Truan and Dressel 2021b: 389). The
authors specifically determined “that key motivators are a sense of belonging, personal
reward, and an active contribution to a culture of collaboration, whereas apprehensions are
grounded in concerns about the quality of their work, uncertainties about licensing, and
fear of vulnerability through visibility.” (Truan and Dressel 2021a).

Reproducibility and Replicability in the Selected Projects
Reproducibility
Especially in the quantitative scientific projects, reproducibility often means reusing the
materials and data of a study and being able to recreate the results of the original study. In
psychology and the social sciences, quantitative studies are made reproducible by a
transparent source code that is compatible with the data at hand and produces the same
statistical results as those reported in the original manuscript. Researchers in these
disciplines frequently used programming languages, such as R (R Core Team 2020) or
Python (Van Rossum and Drake Jr. 1995) to preprocess their raw data. However, the
understanding of such a code requires a lot of expertise. Thus, several projects, such as
Figueiredo’s, aimed at making papers reproducible even for non-experienced outsiders by
combining code and explanations in one document. In a similar vein, the data
preprocessing steps require transparency, as interested researchers may want to learn
from these methods. The use of version control - as investigated in Pethig’s project - is a
helpful tool, as interim pre-processing steps will not get lost. If a proper documentation of
these interim steps is achieved, reproducibility of complex methods and data analyses is
possible.
By contrast, Arslan and Breznau aimed to address this problem in a somewhat different
fashion: Arslan recognized that sharing data of his project brought about ethical issues
(see section on challenges). As sharing methods and data was not possible, his
reproducible website draws anonymized data and code from different repositories and
presents the results in figures accompanied by textboxes, making them easily
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understandable. Moreover, Arslan provided a transparent workflow, which partly constitutes
an infrastructure for other researchers to achieve such undertakings. Breznau and his
collaborators have taken this idea one step further: First, they showed how several
researchers achieved different results for a study, using the same data (hence, highlighting
that results may differ if the original statistical code is not shared). Importantly, this
multiverse of results was then also presented on a reproducible website, making it
accessible for everyone. On this website, they not only presented the aggregated results,
but also demonstrated how results change, based on decisions of individual labs. Taken
together, both research projects included a dimension of accessibility for making a study
reproducible for everyone, thereby communicating results effectively to outsiders.
In the context of qualitative scholarship and the humanities, reproducibility followed a
similar reasoning, in that reproduction attempts retrace the path by which the original
insight was achieved. This can be achieved by attempting to follow the logic described by
the original investigators, for instance with regard to their arguments or interpretation of the
data. As one example from our corpus, Oertel’s project presents a case study of an
instance where misleading to erroneous interpretations became accepted wisdom because
the discipline (in this case, art history) proceeds citation-by-citation, continually building on
earlier work. With Oertel’s online tool, researchers should be able to trace citation lines
from modern publications back through referenced sources. This approach, which the
author describes as “citation genealogy analysis”, bears a ready resemblance to
reproducibility as applied to humanities research.*1

Replicability
In the quantitative sciences, replicability often means running a new experiment, which
generates new data either using the same materials (e.g., instructions, hardware, software)
as the original study or novel materials.*2 However, only if most of these parameters are
similar to an original study could this new study qualify as a close replication (see
Challenges for R&R above), which can directly be compared to similar findings in metaanalyses. In this sense, a main part of Brohmer’s project can be seen as a close replication
of an older study by Stahlberg et al. (2001), despite notable differences: for instance, the
original study was conducted in the lab via paper and pencil utilizing a sample of students,
whereas the replication is done online with different convenience samples as part of multilab setting. However, it still qualifies as a close replication, as the materials were closely
modeled after the original study and approved by the original authors (see also Nosek and
Errington (2020b)).
In the realm of engineering, replicating previous study results might not be as crucial as in
the more basic social-scientific research. Instead, the standardization of data output and
results is important to achieve comparability. As a lot of engineering tools and devices
produce “dark data”, which is data stemming from intransparent internal processes, Stutz
wants to avoid dark data for future geotechnical engineering projects by providing
construction drawings, code, and a comprehensive documentation for his soil structure
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tools. Hence, he provides an infrastructure for generating data transparently, which other
researchers in the field can profit from in the future.
In the scope of qualitative scholarship and the humanities, replicability follows a similar
reasoning, in that new data is generated to assess if, based on this new data, the original
insights can again be obtained (Peels 2019). However, the data elicitation process (e.g.,
sourcing data from interviews, qualitative text analyses, and interpretation or situational
observations) is often more situated in the context of the original investigation. An example
of replicability in qualitative scholarship was not present among the selected projects,
which may highlight an important avenue for future research.

Education as a Prerequisite for R&R
Raising awareness for the issue of R&R is crucial - especially during undergraduate
education - because this is when potential future researchers are exposed to scientific
practices for the first time. As, for instance, in Rahal’s online courses, understanding the
importance of replicability of a finding in new studies can enhance students’ critical
reflection about individual studies. This critical reflection may be accompanied by
emphasizing the importance of open-science practices in comparison to questionable
research practices (QRPs), which many older publications may suffer from.
Likewise, the reproducibility of previous findings is equally important. For instance, taking
openly available results from Breznau’s or Arslan’s project can be a valuable starting point
for students in methods classes trying to reproduce other findings, where data and code
are available. Thanks to available infrastructure and software, teaching can also involve
handling online repositories (e.g., Zenodo, GitHub), version control (e.g., Git), and even
reproducible scripts for semester papers or bachelor theses (e.g., via Jupyter Notebook).
Truan showed that such a systematic introduction to open science and R&R in student
courses can be effective: not only do students learn that these practices are potentially
important in their own future work, but they feel committed to these practices, as they want
to demonstrate them to fellow researchers in their community, planting the seed for a
cultural change (Nosek et al. 2015).

Contributions to Reproducibility and Replicability: A Synthesis
As illustrated in Fig. 1, we want to synthesize the Wikimedia projects and describe what
they can teach about R&R in the context of quantitative research, qualitative research and
the humanities, as well as applied research (research domains in the middle part of the
figure). Moreover, we aimed to contrast R&R (light boxes on the right side of the figure) to
questionable, yet common research practices that may hinder research progress (dark
boxes on the left side of the figure).
Many of the Wikimedia Fellowship projects recognized and served a need for efforts to
reproduce and replicate, either due to statistical-methodological problems in their field or
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due to limited comparability of research output more generally. Such problems include
underpowered tests, decreasing the likelihood that statistically significant results show true
effects (Button et al. 2013), and questionably flexible rather than rigorous study designs
and analysis methods (Ioannidis 2005; John et al. 2012; Pashler and Wagenmakers 2012),
increasing the likelihood of finding false-positive results (Simmons et al. 2011), which may
inflate the literature (Rosenthal 1979). These problems have been shown to lead to
worryingly low replication rates across empirical research fields (Baker 2016; Begley and
Ellis 2012; Camerer et al. 2016; Cova et al. 2021; Errington et al. 2014; Open Science
Collaboration 2015; Rodgers and Collings 2021). However, when knowledge about open
science practices, as well as the handling of repositories, useful software, and the
documentation of analysis code are systematically taught and applied, these QRPs may
dramatically diminish over time, ensuring that mostly trustworthy findings find their way into
the literature.

Figure 1.
Threats to R&R and how to achieve it in three research domains. Note that horizontal lines
connect different research steps (marked by circles on arrows) with boxes (“threats” and
“achieving”) for R&R; light boxes are interconnected because R&R is an incremental process;
domains are prototypical only and can overlap with other domains in reality. R&R =
reproducibility and replicability; QRPs = questionable research practices; OS = open science.

Applied research and egineering might face issues that are different from the questionable
research practices known from basic research. Rather, these problems concern
intransparency and the subsequent lack of standardization of methods (see the project by
Hans Henning Stutz). This is mainly because the development of tools and devices is done
by individual researchers or small groups. They may be reluctant to share details about
their materials and devices because they perceive their materials as intellectual property
and do not see direct benefits in sharing them. Here, too, awareness has to rise that
sharing of methods, codes, and construction plans has beneficial effects for the whole field.
In the best case, engineers can exchange their knowledge, as it stems from similar
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software and tools, which increases comparability, but also the chance for collaborative
endeavors across countries.
In the humanities, contributions to R&R focus mainly on increasing the digital availability of
well-curated collections of artifacts: since humanities research relies on samples of
intellectual production to be interpreted, contextualized, and compared, researchers used
to elicit data by visiting archives or going on field trips by themselves. This often produces
highly idiosyncratic notes that were never released except through the filtered form of
published interpretations. This traditional approach faces increasing competition from
digital research tools: As libraries and archives digitize their holdings, field trips are less
relevant, while materials are accessible to and shared with greater numbers of researchers
for mutual scrutiny, thus presumably increasing the reliability of interpretations derived from
them.

Conclusion
Overall, our analysis shows that R&R is relevant across scientific disciplines and cultures,
be it in the humanities, engineering, life science, natural sciences, or social sciences.
Projects dedicated to advancing R&R took demonstrably different approaches, varying
from enhancing step-by-step reproducibility through code-based transparency to tracing
the origin of an argument through publication lines.
A majority of the 12 Wikimedia Fellowship projects assessed in detail here stem from social
sciences and psychology, which closely mirrors recent developments in this research area
(see Open Science Collaboration (2015)), including a trend towards an increased
awareness of R&R challenges, as well as activities designed to overcome them. While
relatively fewer contributions emerged from humanities and applied sciences, the above
projects may serve as a suitable springboard for future initiatives in these areas.
Notable differences were at which stages of the research process R&R becomes most
relevant: whereas in basic research transparency remains relevant from the planning
phase of a study to its publication and to its replication, in applied research the main focus
may lie on the transparency of methods, as its goal may not be a reproducible and
reproducible study, but a comparable methodology. In the humanities, a main focus may be
to achieve an objective and reliable interpretation of materials and artifacts and to share
how one came to this interpretation.
Despite their marked differences, the cross-disciplinary projects reviewed here shared the
goal of improving research practices through R&R. Our findings therefore illustrate that
R&R recipes require adjustments to fulfill the needs of the respective fields and research
traditions. As chefs adjust recipes to their tastes in the kitchen, researchers may need to
adjust how they think of and work with R&R against the background of their disciplines. If
these specific needs are addressed appropriately, we are optimistic that an open research
culture, which holds R&R at its core, may lie ahead in the not-so-distant future.
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Endnotes
*1

*2

*3
*4

Note that the project used the terms “reproducing” and “replicating” in exclusively
negative connotation: It described art history as a field where flawed historical
speculation gets carried forward by “continuous replication”, by being “still reproduced
today”, even when newer evidence is available and past falsehoods have been
corrected. This language construes reproduction as an ailment, so it may not appear
intuitive to seek reproducibility as its cure.
Novel materials may be used either because the original materials are unavailable
(e.g., because they have been lost or because they are not shared openly with the
replication team), unsuitable (e.g., because they are written in a different language
than that used by the replication team), or systematic variation is required (e.g.,
because boundary conditions should be tested; conceptual replication sensu (Nosek
and Errington 2017)).
This is a project by one of the co-authors.
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In this context, we acknowledge that even the term "data" could mean very different things
in different epistemic cultures and (within and across) academic fields (see Leonelli
2022). For the sake of practicality, we understand data as all kinds of research output
that is beneficial for achieving the goal of the research project (i.e., answering a
research question in an unbiased fashion or building a device to solve researchrelated problems).

